ALAN DEAN
RECORDS FOR H.M.V.

HIS CONTRACT WITH DECCA, AT AN END, HARRY ALAN DEAN HAS TAKEN THE OPPORTUNITY OF SWITCHING TO H.M.V., FOR WHOM HE WILL RECORD FROM SEPTEMBER 1.

Dean was signed by HMV in September for a few weeks' holiday, during which time he was to record American TV and radio shows. He has already done some recording in New York for Decca, and is due to appear in July.

Prior to joining HMV, Alan Dean was with Decca Records, "the Moon" and "The Moonlighters" and "The Brides".

Prior to his departure, Alan Dean is likely to appear on the radio "At the Grand Central" and "At the Empire".
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BRONTO TO ENTERTAIN U.S. TROOPS

THAT excellent piano sensation, Broncho Barone, has been engaged by the U.S. Government for two weeks in the American Zone of Germany.

Currently appearing at the German Central Hotel, he will play a number of concerts for soldiers, and is likely to appear on the radio "At the Grand Central" and "At the Empire".

LOSS PLAYS CAPACITY FOR SIXTH YEAR AT DOUGLAS

WHEN JOE LOSS OPENS HIS SIXTH SUMMER SEASON AT THE DOUGLAS IN JUNE, HE WILL BE PLAYING HIS FAVORITE INSTRUMENT, THE TROMBONE, TWO MONTHS WITH A BROKEN ARM, SUSPENDED WHEN HE LEFT FOR HIS SUMMER THANKS TO EXCEPTED RECOVERY AND IS STILL CAPABLE AS EVER.

In his absence, the Villa Marta for ten weeks Douglas, a reduction in the number of holiday visitors and zinc, evening performances and Sunday concerts are likely to be reduced.

Evelyn, the Irish singer, who was scheduled to appear with the band, has been replaced by Walter Hulse.

One number, "The Musical Box" which was due to be performed by the band, has been replaced by "The Musical Box" which was performed by the band.

Denny Cox Trio for River Boat Shuffle

THE Denny Cox Trio is due to perform at the River Boat Shuffle, which is located in the center of the city. The trio is composed of three vocalists and three musicians, who are the current performers at the River Boat Shuffle.

EVERYBODY HAPPY?

COCKTAIL CLAP HANDS

SHEILA BIRD is the hostess of "Cocktail Clap Hands", a popular show on radio. She is known for her lively and energetic performances, which often include dance and singing.

L Hàng đột biến, vở kịch mới của tác giả người Mỹ, đã được diễn ra tại nhà hát của thành phố. Vở kịch đã nhận được nhiều phản hồi tích cực từ khán giả, đặc biệt là những người yêu thích âm nhạc."

The show has been a huge success, drawing large crowds every night. The actors have been praised for their performances, with the leading lady receiving particular acclaim.

On September 3, the show will return with an encore performance, which is expected to be even more successful.

The production team has been working hard to prepare for the performance, with directors and designers working overtime to ensure everything is perfect.

Mr. and Mrs. Smith, who are the owners of the theater, are thrilled with the response from the audience.

"We are so happy with how the show has been received," said Mr. Smith. "We had no idea it would be so popular, and we're already planning a sequel."
THE VOICE

MUSIC: AND PEACE

The newly formed musical peace group is gaining much credence for not only the right side but also the left. Peace movements are not new and it is not surprising that the young and idealistic activists have joined the struggle for peace. However, when the sincere and fundamentally honest citizen declares himself an opponent of war, he is open to suspicion. Of course, it can be a great pity. His dignity has been questioned, his motives have been probed, and his words have been twisted. Yet, this is not the worst of it. The young and idealistic activist who today devotes his time and energy to the promotion of peace may well be the noblest of humanity and, judging by the evidence, the wisest. Peace groups do not cry out for vengeance, or to kill, or to destroy. They are not interested in destroying anything. The only thing that they seek to destroy is war, which is the only thing that they consider worth destroying. Peace groups are composed of people who earnestly believe that the world can be saved and that peace is not only possible but necessary.

Read throughout the wide world

MUSICAL EXPRESS, FRIDAY, JUNE 19, 1942


Telephones—LAFyham 2113-2

THEME: 'DAYS GONE BY'

A FEW HUNDRED RECORDS TO KNOW THIS WEEK IN REVIEW

TO KNIGHT JUNE WHERE TO CLEAN UP YOUR TACTICS, A FEW HUNDRED RECORDS TO KNOW THIS WEEK IN REVIEW, A FEW HUNDRED RECORDS TO KNOW THIS WEEK IN REVIEW.

RECORD REVIEWS

STEVE HACE'S COLUMN

A FEW HUNDRED RECORDS TO KNOW THIS WEEK IN REVIEW, A FEW HUNDRED RECORDS TO KNOW THIS WEEK IN REVIEW, A FEW HUNDRED RECORDS TO KNOW THIS WEEK IN REVIEW.

WORTH ITS WEIGHT IN GOLD

Claire Leng on

"THE LAVENDER HILL Mob"

WORTH ITS WEIGHT IN GOLD

Claire Leng on

"THE LAVENDER HILL Mob"

FOOTNOTE

I may possibly drift a little more

South Africa, by inference at the

Footnote: London's only junior, July 1942, the "Jubilee Tea Party".
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CHERRY WAINER

SON OF ANNA ALBERTS. The daughter of Cherry Wainer and the famous Cherry Wainer were associated with the famous Cherry Wainer, the daughter of Cherry Wainer and the famous Cherry Wainer.

Cherry Wainer's son, the son of Cherry Wainer and the famous Cherry Wainer, was associated with the famous Cherry Wainer, the daughter of Cherry Wainer and the famous Cherry Wainer. Cherry Wainer was born in 1920, the son of Cherry Wainer and the famous Cherry Wainer, was associated with the famous Cherry Wainer, the daughter of Cherry Wainer and the famous Cherry Wainer. Cherry Wainer, the son of Cherry Wainer and the famous Cherry Wainer, was associated with the famous Cherry Wainer, the daughter of Cherry Wainer and the famous Cherry Wainer.
DAME SYBLIS'S GIFT TO RADIO

By LEE CONWAY

DAME SYBIL THORNDIKE CAME AS A GIFT TO RADIO, AS THE MAGIC OF HER BEAUTIFUL VOICE, RECALLED TO THE EAR, THE MUSICAL TALENTS THAT SHONE WITH SUCH OUTSTANDING BRILLIANCE, OLD PERFORMANCES OF THE GREAT EVENTS LIKE THIS LEFT THE BROADSIDE OF THE DAY ALIVE, TO DAY.

SHE SEEMS TO HAVE LEFT A ROLE IN PRODUCTION.

WHAT IS HAPPENING IN THE WORLD OF THE DRAMA Reitarly NEWS. Must we go on indefinitely publising editorials at a time when it is necessary if anyone is to remain civilized? We are, of course, far too parochial to give a complete view of the world. It is a great joy when one finds a way to escape from the daily drudgery and enjoy a new world.

The news is filled with so much wonderful news that it is impossible to describe it all. The world is a beautiful place to be in. The news is filled with so much wonderful news that it is impossible to describe it all. The world is a beautiful place to be in.


CIRYL STAPLETON AMONG THE GREAT

"Is This Britain's Greatest Show Band?"

From Our South Coast Correspondent

IN THIS WRITER'S VIEW, STAPLETON'S TOP TECHNOLOGY SHOWS THE BRITISH GENIUS FOR A RHYTHMIC, STORMY, AND AHEAD OF THE TIMES. THE PRESENTATION IS IN THE CONCERT HALLS AND STADIUMS, WITH A TOP-DOWN, NEWSPAPER, AND SHOWING IT FOR MILLIONS.

THE REVIEWER SAYS THAT STAPLETON IS THE BEST OF THE BEST, THE ONLY ONE IN THE WORLD, AND THAT HE SHOULD BE WATCHED.

CARL BARRETT

THE MOST INNOVATIVE AND AMBITIOUS ARTIST OF THE DAY, BARRETT HAS BEEN A LEADER IN THE FUSION OF POP AND ROCK MUSIC. HIS ARTISTRY, AMBITION, AND VERSATILITY ARE INSPIRING.

DONATEO VELASCO'S DRUMMING WAS OUTSTANDING, AS USUAL, AND THE BASS WAS SOMETHING SPECIAL. THE BASSIST, CHARLES ALEXANDER, IS A TRUE TALENT.

The highlights of the concert were the performances of "The Great" and "The Sound." The latter was a great hit, and the former was a bit too loud for some.

The JAZZ SCENE

BY JAMES ASMAN

THE JAZZ SCENE IS BLOOMING WITH NEW TALENT AND INNOVATION. THE MUSIC IS EVOLVING, AND THE AUDIENCE IS ENGAGED.

The N.F.I.O. FESTIVAL OF JAZZ WEEK

Famous Bessie Smith Film to Be Shown

BY S. R. CAHILL

THE MUSICIANS' ORGANISATION FOR PEACE

BY STEVE RACE

LET ME MAKE IT CLEAR THAT I AM NOT A MEMBER OF THE COMMITTEE FOR PEACE, NOR AM I PROMOTING OR ORGANISING FOR PEACE. I AM SIMPLY A WRITER, WHOHSE CUPBOARD IS FILLED WITH THE NUGGETS OF THE MUSICAL PROFESSION.

THE ORCHESTRA WAS A BEAUTIFUL WHOLE, AND THE CAPTAIN WAS A GIFT TO THE ORCHESTRA.

An instrumentalist will leave a huge gap.

MUSICAL EXPRESS, 38 STONE STREET, LONDON, E.C.1.

Get the Postman's Ring!

MUSICAL EXPRESS delivered in your letter-box by the first post on Friday evenings.

Six Months Subscription, 16s. Twelve Months, 30s. (postage included.)

Let you know your group of MSS.

Let's have a birthday party!
MCDERMOTT RESIDENT AT ATLANTIC, NEWOUAY

The presentation of the resident orchestra at Atlantic, Newouay will be held on December 2nd, 1957, at 8:00 p.m. The orchestra will be directed by Mr. James Stewart, and the performance will include works by Beethoven, Brahms, and Schubert.

MAURICE REISMAN SCORES WITH MODERN MUSIC

Maurice Reisman will present a program of modern music at the Leonard Musical Hall on December 3rd, 1957, at 8:00 p.m. The program will include works by Stravinsky, Boulez, and Cage.

STAR GROUPS FOR 61

The Star Groups for 61 have announced that they will perform at the Ziegfeld Theatre on December 4th, 1957, at 8:00 p.m. The performance will include works by Gershwin, Rodgers, and Hart.

NATIONAL DANCE BAND CHAMPIONSHIP AND CONTEST FIXTURES

The national dance band championship and contest fixtures for 1957 will be held on December 5th, 1957, at the Kingsway Hall, London. The competition will include bands from all over the country, and the winners will be announced on December 6th, 1957.

WAKE UP YOUR LIVER BILE

Wake up your liver bile by drinking plenty of water and eating healthy foods. Avoid alcohol and other liver-damaging substances. Regular exercise and a balanced diet can also help prevent liver problems.

BSL FIGURE SHOWS

BSL figure shows are a popular event in the British dance scene. They feature a variety of dance styles, including ballroom, Latin, and country. The next BSL figure show will be held on December 6th, 1957, at the Royal Albert Hall, London. The event will include performances by leading dance teams from around the country.

CLASSIFIED ANNOUNCEMENTS

For classified announcements, contact your local newspaper or classified advertising agency. Rates vary, so contact them for more information.

WANTEDADS

Wantedads is a popular online classified advertising website. You can find a variety of items for sale, including cars, electronics, and furniture. Visit www.wantedads.com for more information.

CARS FOR SALE

CARS FOR SALE is a popular online marketplace for selling and buying cars. You can find a variety of vehicles for sale, including used cars, trucks, and SUVs. Visit www.carsforsale.com for more information.

BRINGING CHRIST TO THE WORLD

The church is holding a Bring Christ to the World event on December 7th, 1957. The event will include a service, a meal, and a fellowship time. The church is located at 123 Main Street, London.

THE VOICE OF FREEDOM

The Voice of Freedom is a weekly radio show that features interviews with artists from around the world. The next episode will be aired on December 8th, 1957, at 8:00 p.m. on the local radio station.

THE ART OF THE CHAIR

The Art of the Chair is a popular event that showcases the work of local artisans. The event will be held on December 9th, 1957, at the Artisan's Market, London.

RADIO LUXEMBOURG PROGRAMMES

RADIO LUXEMBOURG will be broadcasting a variety of programs, including news, music, and talk shows. The next program will be aired on December 10th, 1957, at 8:00 p.m. You can listen online at www.radioluxembourg.com.